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Abstract
Geographic Information System(GIS) are usually classified into raster, vector, and raster –vector systems. The
research deals with proposing new graph mining algorithm called GIS-GMA. The algorithm is used for clustering the
vector features of GIS. The vector data are usually stored in data files called shape files. These files contains the (point,
lines, polygons,...,etc). The extracted data is then stored in a dataset to be processed by the proposed algorithm to
discover the full and partial similarities among map objects to assist the clustering and analysis of map data. It deals with
clustering the polylines and polygonal data. The research results lead to build GIS prototype with spatial data mining
facilities to cluster GIS vector data and giving fine clustering results,it is implemented using MicroSoft VS-2005 and ESRI
ArcObjects.
Keywords :
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1. Introduction
During the study of related researches to Spatial
clustering which deals with spatial data that is generally
organized in the form of a set of points or polygons[6] we
have found that mining of GIS spatial data is fertile for
more research to be more convenient to GIS applications
especially the vector data that deals with GIS graph data
like points, lines, polygons,..., etc .The huge amount of
GIS-based applications make it essential to improve
graph mining techniques to extract the spatial knowledge
embedded in that data to support GIS applications to be
installed in new data analysis fields to support
geographers and GIS users to investigate the similarity
among the spaghetti of map objects, and therefore can
understand and analyse the spatial relations like
clustering them or classifying them.

The proposed algorithm is intended to extract
spatial knowledge based on the geometrical similarity
among map objects to cluster them accordingly .The
research is consisting from the following main steps.
Extracting the graph features included in GIS-Shape files,
design and implement dataset to store the extracted data,
propose a new algorithm called GIS-GMA to discover the
fully and partially similar vector map objects, cluster the
resultants similar graph features, re-visualize the
discovered object on the real map giving them a
distancing effects.
.

2. Ralated works
Recently the GIS graph mining techniques attracts
more researching efforts in both raster and vector data
mining, but we are interested in the mining of graph data
which concerned with knowledge discovery in GIS-vector
data, the extracted data are intended to enhance the
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GIS-query system to be more flexibly responding to user
queries and gives analysis power, because the current
queries lack the analysis power and if we need to analyse
the GIS data we should pass them to another analysis
system using spatial data mining techniques.
In 2009 Paul Van Dooren Catherine Fraikin [3] studied
the similarity matrices for coloured graphs but only
between nodes of two graphs, to the case of coloured
graphs, where the colouring is either on the nodes or on
the edges of both graphs. The proposed method tries to
find the optimal matching between the nodes or edges of
both graphs but only performs the comparison when their
colours are the same.
In 2010 Akshara Pande et. al. designed an
information system to work with data referenced by
spatial geographical coordinates. They are detecting
design patterns so that it can be used as a conceptual
tool to cope with recurrent problems appearing in the GIS
domain contiguity and compactness which are spatial
features in GIS data [2].
In 2010 a study of clustering algorithms of area
geographical entities based on geometric shape similarity
was made and the researchers presented a similarity
criterion of line segments shape and a criterion of area
geographical entities comprehensively utilizing distance
and geometric shape similarity. Clustering algorithms
based on these criterions are more suitable for clustering
analysis of area geographical entities. The extracted
knowledge can be used to explore deeper level
knowledge combined with other data mining methods and
to improve the efficiency and quality of data mining
[ 3]. We studied clustering algorithms of area
geographical entities based on geometrical similarity.
They also presented a similarity criterion of line segments
shape and a criterion of area entities similarity
comprehensive utilizing distance and geometry similarity.
Clustering algorithms based on these criterions are more
suitable for clustering analysis of area geographical
entities [4] .
In 2011 Deepti and Jushi [5] used districting which is the
process of dividing a geographic space or region of
spatial units often represented as polygons into smaller
sub-regions or districts. As such, it can be viewed as a
set partitioning problem, i.e. the problem is to cluster the
entire set of spatial polygons into groups according to the
spatial properties involved, redistricting is like to spatial
clustering which can be done using spatially-flavoured
constraints such as spatial
3. Graph Mining Algorithm
Graph mining algorithms deals with discovering the
knowledge embedded in GIS vector data which are
mostly stored in GIS shape files. These GIS data
structures are stored as one geographic feature per
shape file like point feature layer, multipoint feature layer,
and polygon feature layer [6] [8].
We used the ESRI shape file technical report to
implement a software module to extract the polyline and
polygon features of ESRI-Based maps and designed a
dataset to contain the extracted data [1] .Fig. 1 shows the
structure of ESRI shape file, it consists of three files for
each feature layer (*.shp,*.shx, and *.dbf) the first one
containing the geographical coordinates ,the second is
an index between each feature and it’s description in the
database file, and the last containing a description on
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each polygon feature or the attributes of the spatial
features[7].

Fig. 1. The shape file structure for Polygon feature.

Select graph features
Select input constraints

Call Exract-vector-feature to extract
map objects
Create database for vector features

Foreach object in shape file
Insert record in database

Set graph mining parameters
Set Minimum support value
Remove infrequent vertices and edges
foreach frequent object in database
Call ComputeSimilarity procedure to find the
similarity degree for each frequent objects
Cluster the objects in S according to

similarrityDegree(i)
Revisualize the clusterd objects on the map
with one color per cluster
Fig. 2. The block diagram of the main steps of the
Proposed algorithm GIS-GMA.
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Fig. 4 shows part of the output of our Graphmining algorithm GIS-GMA which is applied on ESRI
map layer for polyline feature.
When we applied the proposed algorithm on the
map depicted in Fig.3 we have found that it consists of
1674 objects and they are clustered to 74 clusters after
excluding the objects that are not respond to the preprocessing constraints map objects then we can omit
redundant objects using some sort of indexing for the
similar objects.

Fig. 3 The dataset extracted from the shape file

Fig. 3 shows part of the dataset which is built to hold the
spatial-vector data that extracted from the GIS shape file
by our module Exract-vector-feature. This data will be
passed to the data mining algorithm GIS-GMA to extract
the geometrical similarities between polygon objects and
also between polylines map-objects.
The main algorithm GIS-GMA calls the subroutine
ComputeSimilarity to compute the geometrical similarity
of each map object responding to the main algorithm
constraints like minimum support value or the number of
edges for each object.The geometrical similarity is
computed as shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 4. The extracted data for polyline layer

each object in data set S will be used to find which
objects in dataset S (Oj) is partially or fully geometrically
similar to the current object (Oi), accordingly similar
objects will have the same similarity degree and this
degree will be used as clustering parameter .
engles-between-edges to find the angle between them.
The number of edges and the set of angles related to
V1 = Normal(P2-P1)
V2 = Normal(P2-P3
Angle = Acos( V1 dot V2 ) * 180/pi

(1)
(2)
(3)

Fig. 5. The dataset with similarity degrees

The angle between any three edges is computed
according to Eq.1 to Eq.3 The coordinates of the cross
section points are passed as parameters to the algorithm
Algorithm ComputeSimilarityDegree (Of , NumberofEdges, NumberOfNodes, AnglesTolerance,,
SimilarityDegree) // Compute similarity
Foreach Object Oi. NumberOfEdges>= Of .NumberOfEdges
Read Oj . Fields()
// read all fields related to the Object Oi
Read Oi .CurrentFeature Data
Read AnglesBetweenEdges(CurrentPolyline Oi) // read the angles Of.
TolarenceBuffer = Read Oj.AngleSet ± AnglesTolarencValue
If (Oi .CurrentFeature Data within the TolarenceBuffer) and
( And Oi .NemberofEedges = Of .InputNumber of Edges)
Set Oi.SimilarityDeg= SimilarityDeg
End If
End for j
SimilarityDeg = SinilarityDeg+1
End for i
End Algorithm ComputeSimilarityDegree
.
Fig. 3 The outline of Compute-Similarity algorithm
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3. Conclusion

[7]

In this paper we present a new algorithm for
mining the GIS vector data (polylines, polygons, and
,etc).The algorithm clusters map objects based on the
degree of geometrical similarity among map objects. The
results of applying this algorithm on real map data gives
good clustering results with less computing costs
because of the simple geometrical similarity measure.
The algorithm may need some enhancement to
deal with mining all vector types of map objects. The
algorithm is also capable to deal with vector data stored
in shape files and not related to GIS system like auto
CAD and other drowning tools to cluster their map
objects as a type of knowledge discovery to help
designers analysing their maps.
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